
THE 30 
!
Do any of these sound like something you can contribute to? Email 

a less than 2 minute recording to 
OurHeroComic@gmail.com RIGHT NOW!	
!
1. Conscious To Guitar: Pilot episode with stream of consciousness set to guitar by 

Freddy Ree 

2. STING SONGS ON SILENCE: People listen to songs by artist “Sting” on headphones 
but all we hear is their narration. 

3. Why Harry Potter 6 is the Best Movie. 
4. It’s All in a Grocery Store: Talking and walking in a Grocery Store- it’s 

where some of us have our best thoughts. 
5. BBC From the Beginning: I try to watch every single recording broadcasted by 

the BBC British Broadcasting Company since it’s initiation. 

6.It’s All Recorded in a Car: Set Up Mics and drive around. 

7.WHAT IS METAL GEAR 

SOLID? 

8. Are House Plants COOL?: You tell me if you think so and why? 

9. BUMMER SONGs: The stories behind the making of songs that are the saddest 
and most depressing. 

10.I Probably don’t Interview Mitchell and Webb: I’m going to try 
to interview legendary comedy team Robert Webb and David Mitchell, but this seems 
unlikely. 

11.It’s musical: The whole podcast is a musical. 

12.Outback Steakhouse: Why is this place a thing? It has a 

crazy theme. I don’t know if it’s beloved. Weird Place. What is it? 

13.Why CAN’T I MAKE A FUCKING GOOD CUP OF COFFEE? 
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14.The High Council of TWEETERS: We hear people talk about 
TWEETS from TWITTER they think went un appreciated. 

15.WE NEVER MEET AND NEVER WILL: I meet someone online and we 
make a podcast but will never meet in real space. 

16.TOM LEHRER: Legendary song writer and satirist is not as 
widely known as he should be and we tell you all about him. 

17.My Hands are in a Bowl Of Food: Conversations with 
people with both hands submerged in food. 

18.After Party: We just start recording after a massive party 

19.Extreme Emotions: Say inane things with intense emotions and 
feeling OKAY!!! 

20.VOICE MODIFICATION: conversations only using voice modifiers. 

21.Fire Side: Talk to me next o a fire place. 

22.Massage: Talk while getting a massage. 
23. Dead Super Heroes* 

24.App Ideas: Send your app ideas. I can’t make any of these and they don’t 
have to be possible- just do it. 

25.I make a fake religious ceremony: PREACH 

(might not do this because it may be offensive) 
26. 5minutes each: LOTR, DBZ, STAR WARS 
27.IT ALL TAKES PLACE SOMEWHERE COLD: Talk to me 

somewhere cold 

28.My Drag Queen Persona 
29.FAN FAVORITE 1: We do a second episode of the favorite 

episode of the 30 

30.FAN FAVORITE 2: We do a second episode of the SECOND 
favorite episode of the 30 


